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Clubnight
Tuesday 5th July, from 7:30pm

THE TWO BREWERS TROPHY 2022
Starting from the car park on Chipperfield Common opposite the Two Brewers Hotel
Map reference 166/043½016
With 15 easy questions and only 8 answers required to complete the event.
Map 166 required but photocopied map provided
Finish is at the Red Lion PH

THE BIRTHDAY BOX !
July’s birthday wishes go to Jan Yardley, Kit Yardley and Steve Graves!

Opinions expressed in this newsletter are those of the contributor and not necessarily those of the Boundless by CSMA, North West London
Group Committee or those of the Editor. In addition, articles on maintenance, etc. are published in good faith and no liability can be accepted
by the Boundless by CSMA, North West London Group Committee or those of the Editor for the accuracy of such contributions or for damage
or malfunction arising from their use, no matter how they are used.

Visit The Big End on the Internet - http://news.boundlessevents.uk
Boundless North West London Group
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Editorial
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

We have a bumper edition this month, thanks to part two of the Graeme
Presswell adventures and we also have Doug’s article on his and Mike’s
recent trip to the Isle of Man for the Manx rally.

When Mike’s accident was mentioned at the time, a lot of us very
unkindly all came up with the same similar idea of how it happened!
Luckily he survived the incident without too much injury.
The F1 race in Canada is a dangerous place for
the local wildlife, who still insist on crossing the
road, even when there are racing cars hurtling
around the track. I’m not sure if any of them have
been hit yet, but it is not known what will happen
when they do! The only interesting bit of the
weekend was the wet qualifying session, which
saw a shake up of the usual positions, what with
Alonso in second place on the grid.
The Association AGM is now being held on the
24th November at the Clermont Hotel, Charing
Cross, London, starting at 2:30pm. This has
been moved due to the recent rail strikes.
Have you been watching the England team playing cricket recently? With Ben Stokes as captain,
they seem to have taken on a completely different character as a team and are playing the game in
a way that makes it exciting to watch. Can they keep it up, only time will tell.
The World Rally Championship returned to Kenya at the weekend for another taste of endurance
rallying. It seemed the Toyotas were the cars to
beat, building a strong car to survive the event
and eventually taking the top four places. Hyundai seemed to have a problem with the engine
sucking in the fesh-fesh dust and several of them
had to stop in the stage to change their air filters.
The Fords seemed to be a bit fragile, with all their
drivers suffering different sorts of problems. A
privateer driver now has the bragging rights of
finishing in the top ten in front of a seven times
world champion.
It seems with the current battery technology available for cars, if you want to get to a comparable
distance on “a tank of fuel”, then the car needs to be about twice as heavy as the petrol one. That
means all the suspension has to be stronger and you end up lugging all that extra weight around,
wearing out the tyres a lot faster. But that’s progress for you! Only if they can design a lighter battery
or a higher capacity one, will you then get a proper like for like weight scenario.
Keep safe.
Mike B.

NOTE: Deadline for contributions to the August newsletter is Thursday 21st July
The Big End - July 2022
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Chairmans
book
´
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

A huge thank you to Anne and Steve for providing the walking treasure hunt for last month’s clubnight. Sorry I wasn’t
there, but I stupidly fell off a step ladder at the start of the Jubilee bank holiday weekend and damaged my back! It’s on
the mend but it’s a slow process, apparently 5 – 7 weeks.
Fortunately the X-rays showed that I didn’t break anything, so 4½ hours in A&E wasn’t a total waste and look at it this
way, I was cutting the bushes etc. so that the garden looked presentable for the family BBQ that afternoon and so what
with me stuck in A&E, Steven ended up cutting the grass etc. and Antony cooked the BBQ!
However, I did make the drink and a chat at the Red Lion on the 16th June, which was very pleasant, apart from some
extremely loud locals, who are obviously deaf!
A heads up that we have been invited to join MGs on Track for both their track day at Castle Combe on the 5th
September and also their Goodwood one on the 25th October. Details to follow in due course.
This year’s Classics on the Green at Croxley has moved to Sunday the 7th August and is on from 10am until 4pm.
Unfortunately I am on holiday, but our dear secretary Mr Alan Thurbon will be in charge and we should have a club
collection of four cars there on the day, with club banners and flags etc. so do try and support us. This will replace our
normal Tuesday clubnight.
I think the move from the Wednesday afternoon / evening is because the event is getting more and more popular and
next year in 2023, it will become an all ticket affair in order to control numbers, with the tickets costing £8.00, which is
very good value at the end of the day (for displaying your car). Currently it is via a donation on the day.
Ann and I have just spent a long weekend down in Lynton and
Lynmouth and as on previous occasions, we took the Sprite
down to give it a good run prior to the Retro Run in September,
which this year is based in and around Cricklade in the Cotswolds. We had a good run down, but with the usual hold up at
Stonehenge. The weather on Saturday and Sunday was very
mixed with showers between spells of warm sunshine, so roof
down, roof up etc. all day!
Because of the normal traffic hold up around Stonehenge, which
are further added to by everyone clearing out of Glastonbury on
the Monday, so this year we decided to run up to Bridgewater
and then cut across below Bristol and run through Bath to Castle
Combe and then run back to London on the good old M4. Well
with no hold ups it certainly made a change from the A303 and M3 / M25, was it longer, well yes, but actually it was
slightly quicker time wise. Certainly an alternative worth considering, we did think about jumping on to M5 at Taunton
and heading northwards to the M4 etc. but the Sprite is not the best car for long motorway trips and I thought the M5 /
M4 junction might also be a car park!
Unfortunately last month we had to cancel the Quadruplex, with still no confirmation of numbers on the Monday before
the event, I had no choice but to cancel it. Having changed it from a Scalectrix format to a more traditional quiz on the
express request of NEL to attract their members, it was particular disappointing, we should have stuck to the scalectrix
and just enjoyed ourselves!
Just to give you a heads up, that’s what we have in mind for the
autumn anyway!
For this month’s clubnight, I very nearly forgot, I am providing the
usual Two Brewer’s Scatter! Normal format, clues to be answered at locations scattered around a small area of map 166,
some near to the common at Chipperfield and some a bit further
away and you have to answer 8 out of the 15 questions. However, which ones are entirely up to you! Finish back at the Red Lion.
If you not able to attend the Two Brewers Scatter on the 5th July
at Chipperfield Common in the Car park opposite the Two
Brewers (hence the name of the event), then hopefully I will see
you for our usual drink and a chat on the 21st at the Red Lion.
Mike H.

The Big End - July 2022
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Secretarys
´
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Once again poor Steve Graves had another operation date cancelled at the last minute and is now
hoping for a date in September. The good thing as far as NWL are concerned is that he was able to
assist Anne with the running of their walking treasure hunt for last month’s clubnight. A number of
us braved the rather gloomy evening and wandered up and down Rickmansworth High Street
collecting answers to questions along the way. Anne and Steve had reserved a couple of tables in
the pub garden of the Fox and Hounds for the finish and some pleasant time was had comparing
answers. Thanks Anne and Steve for a super evening
Chairman Mike took the decision to cancel the running of the Inter Group Quadruplex competition,
primarily because our neighbouring Boundless Groups were unable to provide any participants
which therefore would have left the competition rather pointless. It is a great shame that we are
losing some of our very traditional events, but I do accept we are all getting a little older and other
commitments come more and more into the equation.
For our July clubnight, Tuesday 5th, we have Mike H in charge of The Two Brewers Scatter event,
which for those of you not familiar with this event, it consists of a short drive around the local lanes
commencing from the car park opposite The Two Brewers pub in Chipperfield. The event starts from
7:30pm and you can select your own route around the countryside finding answers to simple
questions along the way. It is then a bit of a lottery as to who wins as a complicated formula is used
to divide the number of points available by the number of correct answers that have been submitted!!! I can assure you all that the system works much easier and simpler in practice – do please
come along and have a go.
Thursday 21st July will see our regulars gather in the bar at The Red Lion from about 8:30pm for
our ‘Chat and a Drink’ informal occasion. As well as discussing local Group topics, we may well often
spend some time putting the world to rights – do join us if you can.
For our August clubnight, we will be departing from our usual first Tuesday in the month slot and will
be supporting the Croxley Green Classics event on Sunday 7th. It is intended that we will have a
few of our cars on display, together with a small display of Boundless by CSMA and North West
London Group details to try to attract a few new supporters to the Group. The classic cars are
always a wonderful attraction, so come along to Croxley Green for a pleasant afternoon.

Our planned programme is as follows – do hope to see you at some or all of them!!
Tuesday
Thursday
Sunday
Sunday
Thursday

5th July
21st July
7th August
14th August
18th August

– NWL Two Brewers Scatter event
– NWL Chat and a Drink at The Red Lion
– NWL Clubnight – Classics on Croxley Green
– NWL Paddock Autotest
– NWL Chat and a Drink at The Red Lion

That’s about it for now – do hope to see you at one or more of our events
Alan T

The Big End - July 2022
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North London Region (NEL / NWL / TV)

Motor Sport Coordinators' Bulletin

July 2022

Date Day
Event (Status)
Type of Event
Club
Jul
Sun 10
Grasshopper Autotest (C)
Grass autotest - CANCELLED
CSMA NEL
Sun 17 *
Summer Solo (C)
Cross between autotest/sprint
Farnborough DMC
Aug Sun 14
Paddock Autotest (C)
Grass autotest
CSMA NWL
Sep Fri 9
Summer Jolly 12 Car (Cm)
Navigational rally
Blackbird AC
Sun 11
Chiltern Autotest (C)
Grass autotest
CSMA NWL
Sun 18
September Solo (C)
Cross between autotest/sprint
Farnborough DMC
Fri 23
12 Car (CM)
Navigational rally
Oxford MC
Oct Sun 2
Boanerges AutoSolo (Cm)
Cross between autotest/sprint
Oxford MC
Sun 9
Autumn Autotest (C)
Grass autotest
CSMA NWL
Fri 14
12 Car (Cm)
Navigational rally
Blackbird AC
Nov Fri 11
12 Car (Cm)
Navigational rally
Blackbird AC
Fri 25
12 Car (CM)
Navigational rally
Oxford MC
Dec Fri 9
12 Car (Cm)
Navigational rally
Blackbird AC
Licence required: (I/Nat/Inter/Cm) = MSUK Licence, (C) = Club Card, () = Nothing, * = Regs available
Past Events
Quadruplex This intergroup was unfortunately cancelled due to a lack of confirmed numbers. In future, these events
will have to have a cut off date of three weeks in advance, so that if the organisers then don’t have required numbers
by then, it is cancelled. Down to the groups then to get numbers sorted in advance. Such a shame.
Future Events
Grass Autotests Things have been going rather slowly unfortunately, so the Grasshopper has also had to be
cancelled, as we are too close to the date to have any chance of getting enough entries or marshals. We are still trying
to sort a location/date confirmation with possible venues and to check them out. We are hopeful that the Paddock will
go ahead. When we have more concrete info, I’ll be sending out a notification to everyone concerned. Watch this space!
Car Club Membership If you know of anyone who had Bedford Car Club membership to do our 12 Cars and Autotests,
now that the club has ceased issuing new cards for this year, the best alternative it to join Harrow Car Club. They have
the same cost for competition membership and are already invited to all our events. https://harrowcarclub.net/
Other Events Please see the calendar above for other events we have an invite to. I can get regs for any of these, just
contact me if interested. We will be invited to all the Anglian Motor Sport Club autosolos/autotests throughout the year.
Mike Biss: NLR Motor Sports Coordinator

Tel: 07753 137415

E-mail: mike.biss@btinternet.com

NWL Paddock Autotest - Sunday 14th August
Venue - T.B.A.
Organisers: Ian O’Connor / Mike Biss - Entry Fee £28 (Juniors £15)
All forwards tests, passengers (PCA) or no passengers (Clubmans)
Great fun day out driving - Marshals required
Regs available (when site confirmed) from Mike B or from the website - Online entries only

NWL Chiltern Autotest - Sunday 11th September
Venue - T.B.A.
Organisers: T.B.A./Mike Biss - Entry Fee £28 (Juniors £15)
All forwards tests, passengers (PCA) or no passengers (Clubmans)
Great fun day out driving - Marshals required
Regs available (when site confirmed) from Mike B or from the website - Online entries only
The Big End - July 2022
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THE TWO BREWERS TROPHY SCATTER - TUESDAY 5th JULY

Compact route and no map plotting required.
You are invited to the 39th running of the Two Brewers Trophy scatter. This year's
scatter will be of a similar format to previous events, but with the slight changes
mentioned above. You may need a torch to find clues if it gets too dark!
The start will be 7:30pm onwards from
the car park on Chipperfield Common
opposite the Two Brewers Hotel - Map
ref 043½016. If you arrive after about
8:30pm you’ll probably find I’ve already
moved to the finish venue (The Red
Lion) so find me there.
The scatter will take place in the SW corner of O.S. map 166.
A copy of the relevant section of map will be provided, if required.
Ÿ Motorsport UK exemption certificate 120575 has been issued.
Ÿ The entry fee for the event is £5 per crew
Ÿ Crews will be entered in two classes by the organisers, Experts (won the
event within the last 5 years) and Novices.
Ÿ There are 15 easy questions but each crew are only required to answer a
maximum of 8.
I hope you have a very enjoyable evening! Mike Harrison (organising this year)

NWL August Clubnight - Change of Date
Now on Sunday 7th August
10am to 4pm
The August clubnight will actually be held at the Classics On The Green event at
Croxley Green, Nr Watford, Herts WD3 3HX.
We will have a NWL Group area with four cars on
display (Porsche, Jaguar, MX5, classic Mini), so
come along and enjoy the atmosphere with us.
Hopefully we will also have some Boundless
branding to show the club and group off.
Parking is free and the Coach & Horses PH will be
doing a good trade in drinks.

The Big End - July 2022
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Sunday 24th July - Outing by car to The Railways
Several trip options available:1. Quainton visit only (with or without lunch) -

2. Chinnor visit only - 3. Visit both

Stop 1 – Buckinghamshire Railway Centre, Quainton HP22 4BY
This is an extensive railway museum about 5 miles west
of Aylesbury, with an impressive number of engines,
coaches and paraphernalia to see, and runs a train
continually along its short length of track. There is an
excellent café for lunch if required.
Admission price is £13, which includes free train rides if
you wish. This entry fee needs to be settled through me,
as it’s Thomas the Tank Engine day and the regular
entry is £20.
The plan is to meet up here, in the café, in the morning
at say 11:30 and have a look round the museum, the
sheds and the permanent display of restored old coaches. Time for a quick ride on the steam train if you wish
or a look at the miniature railway. Entry to Quainton café is free, but there is a small charge should you wish
to travel on the miniature railway.
Then back in the cars by 2:30 to………….

Stop 2 – Chinnor & Princes Risborough Railway, Chinnor OX39 4ER
Arriving half an hour later at Chinnor, aiming for 3 o’clock to
allow for a look round, explore their restoration shed and
signal box, and the shop on the platform, stock up with some
snacks for the journey. Ordinary tickets will be available at
C&PRR for the hour return train ride at 3:30pm, if you want
to join the others already booked.
We then go our separate ways, having enjoyed two preservation railways in one day!
First come first served for the booked tickets and open to
North East London and North West London members and
guests.
Contact below to book and for how to pay on-line (no cheques anymore) and to register names for additional
persons planning to join us.
Bernard 01992 582323 or bernard.ward3@btinternet.com

Club Council - Carbon Emission Balancing for CSMA
A new initiative coming our way soon (proposal at present)
The concept of balancing Carbon Emissions generated by member vehicles attending CSMA events, has been
introduced in previous meetings with Club Council members. Following introductions made by FBHVC, (Federation
of Historic Vehicle Clubs), conversations have been ongoing to generate a draft proposal for a CSMA Carbon
Emission Balancing plan with Tree-V.
The CSMA Carbon Emission Offsetting and Carbon Balancing Goals are as follows:
● allow CSMA members to easily carbon balance their vehicle emissions
● help CSMA to demonstrate the green credentials of the vehicle enthusiast to the wider public
● offer a service to CSMA members which provides value for money and environmental credibility for their
carbon balancing contributions.
● empower CSMA organisers to explain to our members what environmental steps they are taking and why.
Tree-V will ensure CSMA emissions are balanced out through the planting of new woodland here in the UK.
The Big End - July 2022
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LONDON – LISBOA
RALLYING WITH VIEWS - Part Two

Graeme Presswell

Day 5 Andorra to Pamplona
Day 5 was an exciting and incident filled day. Fortunately Phil felt much better after a good sleep
and plenty of pills so we were ready for our start time in the morning.
We crossed the border into Spain and the first action was a cart track. I obviously wasn’t awake yet
and only managed 29th fastest. On down the road and the first Reg went well with single figure
penalties at all 4 controls.
The 2nd Reg was hairpin after hairpin but a zero on the first ITC and then 2x4sec meant we had a
good run through the section.
The fun started on the 3rd and last Reg of the
day. We had a couple of double digit penalties
then at the last control a major mishap. I was
looking for a control and saw a car stopped
further down the road. The control was actually
before this on the inside of a fast left behind some
bushes and we overshot the control. During the
day the head lining had started to detach itself
and blocked my rear view but even still in my
haste to reverse back I managed to reverse into
the ditch opposite the control, trouble is it was car
sized culvert and we ended up on our side. We
were running at the back of the field and the
sweep up crew were soon on the scene. They
pulled the car out with minimal fuss and we were
soon on our way with surprisingly no panel damage whatsoever.
We then had a long run to Pamplona as this was
one of the events shorter competition days. Phil
said the trip has stopped working and I said yes
and so has the speedo! Instant diagnosis, the
speedo cable has broken but we still needed to get to Pamplona. We tried to tag on the back of a
5 litre Merc but his motorway cruising speed was bit too much for the Golf. Fortunately we came up
behind the Porsche 912 and they towed us into Pamplona to the overnight halt.
The overnight parking was next to a park in the centre of the town and large crowds were there
watching proceeding. The mechanical assistance crews were busy as the event was starting to take
its toll on the cars. There were several more terminal issues to fix so I had to wait until people
became available. The lovely Mk2 RS2000 droop snoot had run a cam follower which would prove
terminal as they were unable to source a replacement.
We had a replacement half cable and trip sender with us so I removed the old cable and established
the cable had snapped but I had managed to disturb the speedo cable drive in the gearbox. The
crew managed to sort out the drive with what looked like some dental tools and we soon had the
trip working again but obviously the speedo would have to wait until we got home.
A late dinner but we were fit to face day 6.
29th o/a and 5th in class. We survived our mishap and still in the hunt. Total penalty for the day 1:43

The Big End - July 2022
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Day 6 Pamplona to Puente Viesgo
Day 6 started with a long concentration run to the hills just above
Bilbao, all non-competitive and largely along the Spanish motorways. The reward for the distance covered was a start location
at the incredible Torre Loizaga, a beautiful Tower House with an
even more beautiful private collection of Rolls Royce cars
amongst other exotic automobiles. A pleasant hour spent looking
around 6 sheds in the sunshine and then lunch al fresco in the
grounds of the house.
A quiet start to the day but the afternoon had 5 Regs in close
succession. The first reg went well with penalties of 8 early and
2x1 lates but we spoiled the run with a timing calculation error on
the final control and picked 18 sec penalty.
The 2nd Reg was scruffy but I don’t remember anything particular going wrong.
We had glorious views on the next liaison section as went up
over a mountain pass with one hell of view from the top. The 3rd
Reg was our best yet dropping only 5 secs in 4 controls with 2 zeros. That was the 3rd best
performance on the event. The 4th reg was good on the first 2 controls but a small mistake dropped
13 on the last control but no wrong slots.
The last reg was the best yet for us. Only 1 sec dropped
and equal best result on the event for that reg. We were
starting to get the hang of judging the time lost negotiating
hairpins and running enough early to cope with the speed
loss in sequences of hairpins.
The finish hotel was in a small town but we had an enjoyable evening meal.
24th Overall and 4th in class. Starting to get the hang of
it? Maybe not! Total penalty for the day 2:05
Day 7 Puente Viesgo to Leon
We had been told that things would start to get trickier as
we got further into the
event. Things such as
siting controls in difficult places such as just after a speed
change or just after a sequence of junctions, ‘Are you sure you
want me to go down there’ type slots, triangles and siting
controls between instructions in the road book etc etc.
Today’s route took us into the Picos de Europa. No problems on
Reg 1 and Reg 2 that took us over the Alto la Torneria had an
allocated start time but we managed another zero on this Reg.
We seemed to be picking up more early arrival penalties but we
had been encountering more traffic including a herd of cows, a
large cattle truck on a single track road, and dogs sleeping in the
middle of the road. I was obviously over compensating for the
time lost!
I don’t remember much about Reg 3 and 4 but we were struggling to get single figure penalties but I don’t think we had any
The Big End - July 2022
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major problems. On reflection I think we were finding the correct route but we were struggling to be
accurate on our average speed with controls sited to catch the unwary.
Our time on the first test was nothing to write home about as well so a distinctly average morning.
The afternoon had 2 regs and a test. Reg 5 had
many hairpins some tight enough that you needed to find reverse. We had a 2 late and a 10 early,
the control sited just after a slow section through
a village. We were 3rd in class on the test but
were caught out on the last Reg with controls
sited just after some tight junctions losing a 14
late.
Overnight we stayed in Leon. The rally hotel did
not have enough rooms to cater for the whole
event so we were shipped off to a hotel in the old
town, an old nunnery which was a fabulous
place. We had a walk around before dinner and
took in the Cathedral and several other historic
sites.
23rd overall and 4th in class. Total penalty for the
day 2:45. The gaps in the field were starting to
widen. The crew ahead were now 2+ minutes
away and the car behind was a similar gap so provided we didn’t miss a control our position was
safe.
Day 8. Leon to Vidago
The run out from Leon took us along the Camino de Santiago pilgrims trail and the many walkers
were wrapped up against cold at the high altitude.
Today’s route took us into Portugal. The border was crossed on a high mountain road and the only
sign that we had crossed was the change in road surface from rough broken tarmac to an
ultra-smooth piece of tarmac!
In these high mountainous areas there was little to distinguish between the two counties in the terrain but both Phil
and I commented that Portugal seemed slightly better
kept! Portugal also had cobbled streets in their villages
rather than tarmac. The cobbles were not ‘Norfolk’ like but
were bits of rock stuck end on into surface.
The route took in 5 Regs with 19 intermediate controls. We
manged 17 single digit penalties most under 5 seconds
but with 2 controls spoiling the day. We lost 18 seconds on
one mountain section where the car did not seem to want
to pull and we struggled to make up the time stationary at
one control. Several cars had similar problems to us.
The other was a ‘trick’ that we fell for hook, line and sinker.
The tulip looked as though we were looking for a tarmac
right but the road we were meant to take was a broken
surfaced loop into the heather which was the remnants of
the old road where it had been straightened. As it was a
public road it was shown as a solid line on the tulip and not
a broken line as you might have expected in normal road
The Big End - July 2022
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rally rules, another case of know your rules! We lost a minute finding the control which spoilt an
otherwise good day. Several cars missed the control completely but persistence on our part at least
limited the penalty to 1 minute.
The overnight halt was at the very splendid Vidago Palace hotel. It was a huge ‘Chateau like’
building where we had a suite of 3 rooms, a sitting room, a bedroom and a bath/shower room. The
dining room was a large galleried room where we had an excellent evening meal.
23rd overall and 4th in class. Total penalties for the day of 2:13. On reflection a good day but we
were also slightly frustrated that we had fallen into the trap.
Day 9. Vidago to Coimbra
Today’s route consisted of 6 Regs and 2 tests but was at generally lower altitudes to the previous
days. The route now climbed up and down through the terraced farms and vineyards of the Douro
Valley, with the irrigated slopes abundant with vines and olive trees and punctuated with slabs of
colour from the lavender that grows in the area.
As in the previous day, we managed the get sub
5 second penalties on most controls but fatigue
was starting to kick in. The last reg of the day
was a self-start control where you are required
to write in your own start time. Failure to do so
incurred a 1 minute penalty. The card was
passed via me to the marshals but I failed to
notice that Phil had not written in the time. We
were not the first crew to do this on the event but
none the less it was frustrating to make the error.
The 2 tests at the end of the day were at the
historic Caramulo Hill Climb, a closed public
road. This was a test for the powerful cars. Apart
from the climb there were 2 stop in the box
hazards to negotiate so us poor small engine
guys had no chance. Quickest was an Austin
Healey, the only car under 2:30 with several
Porsche getting just over the 2:30. We managed
a 3:05 quicker on the second run which had a
slightly different but longer finish.
The overnight halt was at Montebelo Aguieira which described itself
as a lake resort and spa. It had a large estate of apartments which
we had one each plus a garage to house the car overnight. The
dining room over looked the lake and again we had an excellent
evening meal. Guy Woodcock, C of the C for the event handed out
a few fun awards for the various incidents over the previous 9 days
and having ditched our car in front of him on day 5, I was not spared.
I was awarded a squeaking rubber duck for my efforts.
23rd o/a and 4th in class. Total penalties 2:46 for the day.
Day 10. Coimbra to Lisboa. The final day
The final day consisted of 3 regs and 5 tests before the finish in
Lisbon. The 3 regs rather summed up our rally. The first we had 3
good controls and one 42 late. The navigation was a speed table
with no tulips. The junction was a crest with a hairpin right and we
missed the white lines on the straight on. We had stopped at the
The Big End - July 2022
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junction but took the wrong choice not seeing the white lines ahead of us. The second, a good run
and 12th best total penalty and the third another small mistake with a 22 early followed by a 22 late,
net zero but 44 seconds penalties. We finished 3rd in class on all the tests bar one in the day but
the MG of Adam Davies (Car 24) who had been chasing us for the past few days had a major wrong
slot on the liaison section to the last tests and went OTL. It dropped him to 28th overall.
The run into the final control under the arch
was uneventful and we duly picked up our
finishers medal in front of the finish hotel.
Finished 23rd overall and 4th in class. 2nd in
the team award. Penalties for the day 2:26.
Total for the event 31:18
Reflections
Undoubtedly one of the highlights of my rallying
career and many thanks to Phil for asking me
to share the experience with him. Happy with
the result? Well you always feel you could have
done better but I suppose 23rd was not bad
given our lack of experience.
There were 159 intermediate controls on the
event and we managed penalties of 2 seconds
or less on 34 controls (21%). The winning Mini
Cooper S of Dick and Harry Baines managed 112 controls at 2 seconds or under (70%). That’s how
accurate the top crews are at this form of rallying.
We had seven penalties of 1 minute, one
due to the irate Englishman and one forgetting to write the time on our card at a
self-start. So five significant wrong slots in
3500km of rallying, again not bad for newbies but again the top crews had none.
The car was returned to the UK by a transport company that repatriated about half
the field which left Phil and wife Carole and
I to return home in comfort via Wizzair and
Easyjet.
It can get quite obsessive trying to get the
zeros and I cannot wait for the next attempt in June on the 3 day Summer Trial
starting in Grantham.
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Manx Rally goes International in 2022
This year’s rally was held over two days, Friday 13th May and Saturday 14th May. The event
consisted of two legs, with a total of 14 stages and approx 169km of stages, with a total event
distance of 333km. Mike and I arrived on the Tuesday in Mikes estate Audi A4, with the Chevette
on the trailer, so we could take advantage of reconnaissance of the stages on the Wednesday and
Thursday morning, driving Mikes Audi. Scrutineering was held on the Thursday afternoon. This
year, we were very fortunate to have Ian and Dan O’Connor as our service crew and they joined us
on the Thursday evening in my Golf estate, with the wet tyres and various tools and spares.
Thankfully, the Chevette sailed through scrutineering with no issues.
The rally started early on Friday evening from the
TT Grandstand in Douglas, with a clear sky and
no sign of rain and we were seeded 67 out of 70
starters. We then made our way to the Ceremonial Start on the South Quay, which was a lovely
setting, but seemed rather pointless! SS1 Keristal was unfortunately cancelled, when the stage
intended for use, became part of a diversion after
a traffic accident, unrelated to the rally, on the
main road. So we then made our way to SS2
Back of the Moon (just outside Newton).
SS3 Druidale started near Ballaugh and finished back just outside Douglas on the TT course.
It was then back to service, refuel, check the
tyres and wheels and then repeat the three stages (SS1 or now SS4 was now available). The
event ran with an International permit, which
despite having no international entries, meant
that Parc Ferme restricted the chances of getting
cars repaired (only 15mins service allowed) and
we sadly lost a number of competitors who had
insufficient time to get their cars up and running
again. On a previous International IOM rally,
when Mike and I entered in the Lancia, this rule
was not applied to the National entries!
Next to us in the service area was a local crew in an innocent look Austin Mini. On closer inspection
it was running a seven port head with throttle bodies, vented front discs, coil overs all round and rear
discs. (We did manage to keep in front!) What was nice though, was their service team offered to
show Ian and Dan the best places to watch some
action and still get back in time for service, which
they did every time.
Both Mike and I were rather rusty, having not
competed for two years and it showed with rather
slow stage times, but at least we managed to
stay on the tarmac and finished the night 6th out
of the nine HRCR Championship contenders.
Bob Gibbons and Jon Harris in their lovely Mk2
Ford Lotus Cortina failed to finish the leg due to
an alternator failure. We retired to the bar in the
hotel around midnight, with Mike falling asleep
with a full glass of Southern Comfort in his hand!
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Poor Mike was still suffering from a nasty cold and cough he had picked up from the grandchildren
the previous week! A couple of times Mike went quiet and I wasn’t sure if he had lost his voice or
just his place in the pace notes!
On the Saturday, we had a leisurely start
(9:30am), again in beautiful sunshine and clear
skies. Leg 2 consisted of four stages repeated
twice with a 30min servicing in between.
SS7/11 Little London - starting nr Cosby
SS8/12 Curraghs – nr Ballaugh
SS9/13 Dog Mills – North of Ramsey
SS10/14 Tholt-e-Will – Starting nr Sulby
We finished leg 2 in 5th position in the championship, which meant over the two legs we ended up
4th and picked up the Penrite Oil award as well. David and Grace Pedley in their immaculate Ford
Escort RS1800 took maximum points over the two legs. In the Manx Rally classification we finished
48th overall, out of 50 finishers and 70 starters.
The car ran faultless and was much more stable than the Lancia on the jumps and dips, giving me
more confidence to explore the handling. What was very noticeable, was that fast corners on the
recce run, when driving at rally speed and able to use the whole width of the road, tended to flow
into very fast sweeps rather than corners and it was no wonder that Mike lost his place at times! The
maximum entry was 175, yet they only received 71 with 70 starters. Whether it was down to only
being a one and a half day event compared to the past events held over two and a half days, I’m
not sure. It is certainly expensive with ferries for two cars and trailer, plus hotels, but it is the one
event that Mike and I really look forward too. The
night stages remind me of the old road rallies, but
at least the roads are closed! The stages are to
die for, a real mix of open fast smooth roads and
tight twisty up and down sections with hairpins
thrown in. My only dislike this year, was the
extremely tight bus stops and hairpins created by
large immovable straw bales (you do not want to
hit one!) and although with the quick rack they
were driveable (unlike with the Lancia), with no
power steering my shoulders had given up by the
finish and when asked in Parc Ferme to just turn
the car around in a very tight spot, I nearly told
the marshal to take a hike!
On Saturday evening we enjoyed a lovely meal and celebrated Dans birthday and had an uneventful journey home on the Sunday, catching the 8:45am ferry back to Heysham. For those familiar with
the crossing, both journeys were very smooth!
My thanks, to Mike for co-driving, despite his illness, and to Ian and Dan for servicing.
Note in the night pics, you might spot the black lines on the road, going off over the verge!! The
unfortunate Escort suffered a 50ft drop the other side of the verge, but with no serious damage or
injuries. But it was rather sobering at the time, to just see the disappearing black tyre marks and no
sign of a car!
Cheers Doug
Action photos courtesy of Matthew Grant Photography
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Diary
2022
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
DRINK & CHAT Venue
The Red Lion,
56 London Road,
Hemel Hempstead
HP3 9TD

CLUBNIGHT Venue
The Red Lion,
56 London Road,
Hemel Hempstead
HP3 9TD

July
Sun 3rd
Tue 5th
Sun 10th
Sun 10th
15th-17th
Thu 21st
Sun 24th
Sun 24th
Sun 31st

F1 - Silverstone
NWL Clubnight - Two Brewers Scatter
NEL Grasshopper Autotest
F1 - Austria
WRC - Estonia
NWL Chat and a Drink - The Red Lion, HH
Quainton & Chinnor heritage railway visits
F1 - France
F1 - Hungary

August
5th-7th
Sun 7th
Sun 14th
Thu 18th
19th-21st
Sun 28th

WRC - Finland
NWL Clubnight - Classics on the Green, Croxley (DATE CHANGE)
NWL Paddock Autotest
NWL Chat and a Drink - The Red Lion, HH
WRC - Belgium
F1 - Belgium

September
Sun 4th
Tue 6th
9th-11th
Sun 11th
Sun 11th
Thu 15th

F1 - Netherlands
NWL Clubnight - Bowling, Dunstable
WRC - Greece
NWL Chiltern Autotest
F1 - Italy
NWL Chat and a Drink - The Red Lion, HH

Dates to reserve:
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